This contrast is quite surprising since English allows the absence of the
article in more contexts than Romance languages. However, as correctly
pointed out by Bernard (1974), who put forward the notion of "saturation" in
conjunction with complementation, these compound verbs are real transitive or
intransitive predicates on semantic grounds. Indeed, each one bears its own
Ɵ-grid in which arguments depend on the whole expression and not on its parts,
as evidenced by the subcategorization frame which is properly assigned to
each of them, as illustrated in (7).
In fact, as we will see, ICV's such as the ones given above are not syntactically different from compound nouns, except that they form new triadic or
even quadriadic predicates which we assume correspond to a single lexical
entry bearing a specific Ɵ-grid. For instance, in the sentence Mulroney rendra
compte de son mandat aux Amérindiens ("Mulroney will account for his
mandate to Natives"), the lexical entry must mention at least that rendre
compte takes an AGENT (Mulroney), a GOAL (son mandat) and PATIENT
(Amérindiens).
Obviously, rendre compte generates its own Ɵ-grid since it is different
from the one of rendre alone. The three "real" arguments (Mulroney, son
mandat, Amérindiens) are paradigmatically free because they are assigned
meaning by compositionality. Thus, they are normally projected in the syntax
contrary to "thematically saturated arguments". With respect to the latter, we
have in mind the THEME Ɵ-role in ICV's. Indeed, what about the "bare object"
in (7) and more generally, the bare post-verbal noun of compounds as
illustrated, for instance, by the noun compte in the "locution verbale" rendre
compte ?
We propose in Barbaud (1989), substantially modifying Rizzi's (1987)
proposal, that leaving details aside, the THEME Ɵ-role borne by the bare object
NP is “saturated” in the lexicon by virtue of an appropriate sub-categorization
feature to be explained hereafter. Lexical saturation is motivated by the fact that
“quasi-arguments”, in Chomsky’s (1981) terminology, are not referential
elements since they cannot be pronominalized, as shown in (12) :
(12)

a.
b.

Porteras-tu plaintei contre lui ?
“Will you lodge a complaint against him ?”
*Non, je ne lai porterai ei pas
“No, I will not.”

It follows that saturated Ɵ-roles are not paradigmatically free. It is also
obvious that the bare object is not really understood as the THEME

because the thematic meaning is precluded by the Idiomatic Interpretation
Principle. In fact, the bare object only appears in order to observe the
subcategorization requirement of the verbal item in the lexicon. Therefore,
the head verb is projected in the syntax without its proper thematic
interpretation. Consequently, saturation of the bare complement under
condition of government stands as a main device of the recycling of words
in the lexicon.
On syntactic grounds now, the recycling of words is accomplished
in a unitary way. As extensively argued in Barbaud (1989), lexemic
structures are "supra-word" structures of the lexicon, whose fixity is
obtained in the syntax by X-bar conventions and not by some sort of word
formation rules in morphology. The X-bar device is quite significantly
modified, with respect to Chomsky's (1981) or Stowell's (1981) model, as
stated in (13):
(13)

a.

X" → Sp(X"), Y'
Where X = Y or X ≠ Y

b.

Y' → Y0, {X", X'}

Instead of seeking to eliminate the Phrase Structure component of
UG as in Fukui & Speas (1986: 167), rules (13) significantly increase the
generative power of the X-bar schema. In (13a), we provide for the
possibility for a specifier to be of a different syntactic category than the
head.4 In other words, we claim against Stowell (1981) and Speas (1988;
1989) that a phrase might not be the maximal projection of the head. If this
is the case, then automatically, principle (6) becomes active.
In (13b), we provide for the possibility that a category belonging to
the X-bar prime level may be recursive. Any grammar that allows the
recursivity of terminal nodes, as in Di Sciullo & Williams (1987), Lieber
(1983) or Selkirk (1982) among others, involves a conceptual flaw as well
as a descriptive one. We thus suppose that a phrase X" contains a head Y⁰,
where X ≠ Y, and we generate a structural schema, as in (14) :
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This abstract subject is always the hyperonym which any nominal
synapsis belongs to.9 In fact, the generalization expressed by this
principle is that endocentric as well as exocentric compound nouns are
always hyponyms of something by virtue of the Idiomatic Interpretation
Principle.
As evidenced in particular by Surridge (1985), all compound
nouns, insofar as they are non-human, are [ +MASC ] in French, as
illustrated in (23) and (24). As a matter of fact, hyperonym classes in
Romance are gender-governed. Hence, the exocentric compounds in
(25-27) are also masculine.
If there is an agreement procedure in the lexicon which
saturates verbal inflection, then the syntactic representation given in
(28a) must be slightly modified in order to allow the presence of
NOMinative via a synaptic AUX' node as in (29), which is freely
generated by our X-bar conventions, as expected.

Since we take for granted, in French, the obligatory movement
of the verb under the AUX node in tensed clauses, according to
analyses made by Pollock (1989) and Emonds (1985) among others, it
makes no sense at all to believe verbal synapses to escape V-RAISING
in the syntax on the grounds that a compound noun is a word any way
or that it belongs to the lexicon. This is another reason why we do not
want synapses to be analyzed as X⁰ elements, unless we agree that
transformations apply everywhere in grammar. As expected,
V-RAISING obligatorily applies in order for the verb to be tensed by
means of the features [+present, +indicative ], which we

assume are the unmarked values for a VCN in Romance, for pragmatic
and semantic reasons. See Benveniste (1974) and Anderson (1982).
Moreover, one of the most straightforward arguments
traditionally used to motivate a separate treatment of compound nouns
and "locutions verbales", as in Curat (1982), has to do with the high
degree of fixity of the former as opposed to the discontinuity of the
latter. Indeed, "locutions verbales" can be disjoined by an intervening
adverb, as illustrated in (29):
(30)

a. Paul lâche rarement prise.
"Paul rarely gives up."
b. Sonia ne prend jamais parti pour lui.
"Sonia never sides with him.
c. On lui tiendra toujours lite.
"One always will oppose him."
d. Elle ne prend pas souvent soin de son frère.
"She doesn't take care often of her brother."

Clitics may also be intervening elements as shown in (31):
(31)

a. Portons-lui secours!
"Let's help him!"
b. Donnez-lui raison!
''Side with him ! "
c. Faites-nous confiance!
"Have faith in us!"

It must be pointed out that the phenomenon of discontinuity in
ICV's cannot be accounted for if they are analyzed as "syntactic
atoms", in other words, as X0 elements. 10 Hence, we disagree with Di
Sciullo & Williams (1987) and Selkirk {1982) among others. Our
assumption is consistent with Anderson's strong interpretation of the
Lexicalist Hypothesis that "syntactic rules cannot make reference to
any aspects of word-internal structure" (Anderson 1982: 573).
Obviously, the behavior illustrated in (30) and (31) strongly supports
our claim that synapses are X' words.
As we can see below, a verbal synapsis can itself be dominated by
the AUX (= INFL) phrase in order to receive the feature [±TENSE].
For instance, a detailed analysis of (30a) might be (32):
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